SSAC Meeting
November 1, 2012

Present: Deb, Mona, Stella, Tama, Mike, Nancy, Andrew

Welcome to new member Andrew Cushing who works in Sustainable Bowdoin and is a former student

Spring Fling-
  • perhaps change to second week of spring break
  • Bowdoin is hiring an independent contractor who will be a personal trainer, we could perhaps utilize this person
  • Make it more of a professional development day
  • Focus on wellness (pharmacy 101, Women’s Sexual Health, Pharmacy in your spice rack)
  • Perhaps spread out over 3 days instead of one in an effort to include more staff
  • Sub-committee just for Spring Fling?

Fall Social was a success. Many positive comments. Photographs will be used on the SSAC site and/or on Facebook page

Discussed the fact that the BAS has a Facebook page and the SSAC could use FB to get information about the SSAC out to the support staff, in addition to our current methods.
Looked at our current SSAC page
  * discussed how we would like links placed and that we would like the photograph changed.
  * discussed KUDOS form and suggestions and comments form—suggestions were being emailed to Stacey, former chair, but will now go to Deb

Deb will put information about the Kiosk at HR in the Faculty Digest. Tama recommends that HR department or IT department help with any technical needs that support staff have
Mike suggests this logo or slogan for SSAC: “We are a quality of Life program, what can we do for you?”